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Commercial Jargon Buster
WE FEATURE KEY COMMERCIAL JARGON BUSTERS AS WE KNOW THAT YOU CAN'T
LEARN THE COMMERCIAL LANGUAGE OVERNIGHT

What does the bear and bull market mean in
finance?
Bear Market
A bear market is a stock market where share
prices fall precipitously, typically between
15%-20%.
Some bear markets can be short-lasting. If bad
press or an event creates panic, stocks can be
sold off suddenly. However when investors
realise that the situation is not as bad as
initially perceived, markets bounce back.
Example:
The prolonged bear market of 2000-2002,
following the bursting of the hi-tech bubble.
Bull Market
The opposite of a bear market is the bull
market. A bull market is when prices rise or
are expected to rise.
Example:
Post 1982, the US stock market experienced
the biggest bull market ever. Shares increased
in value almost 15-fold.

What is an IPO?
An initial public offering is the process of
offering shares of a private company to
the public, in a new stock issuance.It is
through this process that a private
company transforms into a public
company (PLC).
Why go public?
A private company may go public to raise
capital or to enhance public awareness of
the business.
Reasons against going public
There are enhanced regulations to meet
for public companies. High legal and
banking costs involved and the need to
disclose often sensitive information to
meet disclosure requirements.
Notable IPOs
Facebook, 2012 – raised $16 billion
Visa, 2008 – $17.9 billion
Alibaba Group Holding Limited, 2014 –
raised $21.8 billion. It issued shares
bringing the total IPO to a whooping $25
billion, making it the largest ever IPO.

Sources: FT, Guardian
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Online Shopping
HOPE TURNER - UNIVERSITY OF KENT

What is e-commerce?
A type of business model that allows
individuals to buy and sell things over the
internet.
As the UK is submerged into a second
lockdown our shopping habits are questioned
once again. Many shops, most noticeably in
Wales, have resulted in hiding away “nonessential (1)” items including toys and clothes,
leading to uproar in many areas.
Unsurprisingly however retailers have seen a
dramatic uprise in online sales. 61% of people
in Britain have admitted to shopping online
more during the Coronavirus outbreak (2). This
huge increase in e-commerce is reported to
add £5.3bn to 2020 e-commerce sales, which
will make the total just under £80bn (3).

THE ENVIRONMENT – Something less
obvious is the impact that online shopping
could have on the environment. Stefano Rossi,
packaging CEO at DS Smith highlights the
new need for “greener packaging”, stating
that if the trend continues there will be a
need to adopt green methods and
“sustainable packaging (4)”.

The Impact On Stakeholders
This increase in e-commerce has a large
impact on various parties.
THE HIGHSTREET – arguably the biggest
impact of this increase in online shopping is
the hit to the high street. Due to various
reasons, namely convenience and safety,
people have been less concerned with making
their way to the high street to shop. Instead
there has been a systematic change in the way
consumers are shopping and ultimately if
shops want to survive, they need to make the
move to online commerce.

1. https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales54692441#:~:text=Non%2Dessential%20items%20include%2
0electrical,Food%20and%20drink.
2. https://www.retailtimes.co.uk/online-shopping-habitsbrits-have-adopted-over-lockdown-are-here-to-stay-newresearch-shows/.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid.
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Online Courts: Is this the future?
VICTORIA WILSON - KEELE UNIVERSITY

The UK hasn’t until fairly recently embraced
the digital world and in the past has been
described as; “A world leader in ineffective IT
schemes for government.” Online courts will
change the way people interact in the UK
justice system, and the government has
already started to introduce digitalised
procedures in tribunals, but is this the future
of law courtrooms?
Most likely it will be and due to COVID-19, it
may be closer than we think. In 2018, the UK
government invested £1 billion in modernising
the court system, shifting to online services in
hope to reduce delays and cut costs. The new
services introduced included the ability to
apply for a divorce online, and make pleas for
the low-level motoring offences, such as
transport for London fare evasions, which
have previously clogged up magistrates’
courts.
Online courts are not a new phenomenon, in
July 2016 Lord Justice Briggs, in his Final
Report on the Civil Courts Structure Review
proposed the introduction of a new Online
Court and in 2017, The Prisons and Courts Bill
set out the framework of the online court,
however this Bill was abandoned and dissolved
later that year due to the election. Online
courts are most likely to become the 'new
normal' in a few years’ time, as they are being
introduced in certain criminal proceeding for
the use of 'virtual enable hearings.’ But there
are several factors which have to be taken into
account, figure 1 displays a SWOT analysis of
using online courts.

Online courts aren’t the only part of the
justice system embracing technology, the
use of online dispute resolution has also
been gaining in momentum over the past
few years. It is referred to by many as the
use of IT and the Internet to help resolve
disputes, however, this is not exactly
accurate because it is an online tool which
will allow consumers to make a complaint
against a trader where goods or services
have been bought online. One thing which
is for sure is that the use of technology
within the justice system is only going to
grow.

SWOT analysis of
using online courts
STRENGTHS
- Accessible from
different locations and
times
-Reach individuals who
may feel intimidated
attending face-to-face

WEAKNESSES
- Need internet
access and
connection
- Individuals may not
have digital literacy
skills

OPPORTUNITIES
- Embraces digital
revolution
- Offers a service that
it national
- Innovative

THREATS
- IT issues
- What support will
individuals get to help
them prepare their legal
claim?
- Denies access to those
who do not have access to
a computer or internet
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Mergers Explained
NICOLE PALMER - NOTTINGHAM TRENT UNIVERSITY

What is a merger?
When to companies combine to create a new
company.
What is the difference between a merger
and a takeover?
A merger involves a new firm being created.
A takeover involves one firm being acquired
by another.
Types of mergers?
Horizontal merger – where two companies
that sell similar products and serve similar
customers join together, often they are
competitors.
Examples: Facebook & Instagram/ Exxon &
Mobil.
Vertical merger – where two companies that
operate at different stages of the production
cycle join together.
Examples: Google & Motorola/ AT&T Time
Warner.
Conglomerate merger – Anything which is
not a horizontal or vertical merger, it is often
the combination of firms in different
industries or firms operating in different
geographic areas.
Examples: Walt Disney Company & American
Broadcasting Company merger/ Ebay &
Paypal.

Rationales for Mergers
• Enhance value: create incremental value
• Enhance revenue: revenue synergies
• Enhance efficiency: Economies of scale,
Economies of scope, Reduced costs of raw
materials, Reduced costs of distribution
• Enhance technological advantage
• Build a national champion
• To exit a market
• Elimination of competition
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Demographic Change: Population Ageing
ELEANOR BARNETT - KING’S COLLEGE LONDON

Commercial Issue:
Population ageing will have a huge impact on
advanced economies over at least the next few
decades. The number of over-65s relative to the
working-age population will continue to increase.

The Impact On Stakeholders
On businesses:
It is possible that the labour force may shrink,
which may cause many companies to lose
productivity, and therefore money, because they
can’t produce as much output per worker, so
unemployment may rise and businesses may have
to shut down. This will likely hit smaller businesses
first.
On the legal sector:
The demand for legal services may shift, with
greater demand for services related to estate
planning and wealth management for the boomer
generation. Older generations are also more riskaverse, so companies currently led by older
working-age people will likely make less risky
decisions regarding transactions e.g. M&As that
lawyers advise on and negotiate. As these older
people retire, younger business leaders may
choose riskier deals that lawyers will then be
advising on.
On governments:
Some argue, governments have so far been
increasing the retirement age and relying on
immigration to maintain population growth. These
band-aid fixes are unsustainable and governments
are having to consider greater structural
improvements (now against a backdrop of the
coronavirus pandemic).

On the wider economy:
Monetary policy will be much less effective,
because older populations will not respond to it.
Its aim is often to increase consumption to
stimulate the economy by providing incentive to
spend, e.g. making it cheaper to borrow money
from banks. But, older working-age people have
strong saving behaviour, and retired people
usually cannot spend much more than they
already do due to their fixed income (in the form
of pensions). Because of this, plus smaller labour
forces, GDP may fall.

Jargon Glossary
Advanced economies: A term for developed
countries, which have high GDP and a high degree of
industrialisation (e.g. the US, Italy, Japan, New
Zealand, the UK, and others).
Working-age population: The portion of the
population that is, considering only their age,
able/eligible to work. Generally, economic indexes
use the ages 15-64 to define this.
Labour force: The portion of the population that is of
working age, able and willing to work (including
unemployed people who are seeking work as well as
employed people).
M&As (mergers and acquisitions): Business
transactions involving the transfer of ownership of a
company e.g. one company being absorbed by
another, or two companies joining.
Monetary policy: Policy implemented by a country’s
central bank and used by the government to achieve
goals like consumption. This often involves managing
the base rate.
GDP (gross domestic product): The total monetary
value of a country’s goods and services. It can be
calculated in different ways, e.g. using expenditures:
GDP = consumption + government spending +
investment + exports - imports.

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/ageing/articles/livinglongerhowourpopulationischangingandwhyitmatters/2018-0813#:~:text=Population%20ageing%20is%20a%20global,21.3%25%20of%20the%20global%20population.,, https://www.express.co.uk/finance/personalfinance/1151011/state-pension-uk-how-much-is-state-pension-eu-what-isamount-2019 , https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/if-you-don-t-want-immigrants-you-re-going-have-work-longer-a7529156.html, https://www.legalfutures.co.uk/latest-news/ageing-population-will-changedemand-for-legal-services-says-2025-report
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How has Covid changed the world in the long term?
SUSAN PURDY - UNIVERSITY OF READING

As the biggest global crisis since the Second World
War according to the Guardian, Covid has played a
major role in transforming the world as we know it
in terms of the way we use technology, the way we
think of the working world, the government’s role in
the economy and international policies amongst
countries including protectionism. To acknowledge
the true long term effect that Covid has had, I will
explain these points further below.

businesses financially, protecting employment and
making attempts to rebuild the economy. Just
recently we have seen the extension of the furlough
scheme until April 2021. The question of how long
interventionist policies by the government will last
will be dependent on a variety of elements. The
most pressing one being finding a Covid vaccination,
which has now already been secured and rolled out
to a small number of people in priority groups.

Increased use of technology

Increased protectionism

As a result of the working environment changing,
where many employees have been forced to relocate
remotely, the reliance on technology is increasingly
being used not just for meetings, but also some court
hearings have taken place online. Not only has the
focus of using technology grown but also how it has
been regulated has increased. The EU has already
started planning to make tech giants more responsible
for content across their platform through the Digital
Services Act, which serves not only to ensure safety
for online users but will monitor digital platforms.

As governments face their own problems in their
own economies, trying to limit economic damage,
an increase in protectionism can be seen to be likely
to follow as they seek to protect and restore their
own economy. This is supported by Deborah Elms,
executive director at consultancy Asian Trade
Centre, who already says that some countries
restrict exports of medical supplies, but that this
could start to affect other areas such as food
products with the WTO expecting trade to fall
between 13% and 32% in 2020. This may lead to
what is termed a deglobalisation, as Ian Bremmer,
American political scientist argues, in the IMF that
the “my nation first” politics where companies will
push companies to localise business operations
which favour national and regional supply nations.

Changing the face of the working environment
Some employers have decided to embrace the change
of lockdown and even after lockdown, some employers
have admitted that they will consider or even shift to
long-term remote working at home. Among the firms,
who have embraced this change is Twitter who has
encouraged employees who are in a role or situation
where they are able to, they can continue to keep
working at home forever. So the number of commuters
may reduce in the future especially with the positive
outcome that this change in the working environment
has had, as according to SHP 80% of business leaders
have said that they feel their employees have either
been as productive or more productive by working
remotely.
Increased of centralisation of government
The role of the government has inevitably expanded as
a result of the uncertainty of the pandemic. Measures
have been taken by the government to control the
outbreak, with the UK government forcing a majority
of businesses to close with lockdown restrictions. This
has resulted in the government stepping in to support

Conclusion
Overall there is no doubt that Covid has greatly
changed the world, whether this is change is for
better or worsen, is debatable, but what we can see
is that there has been what can be termed to be a
‘new normal’ in comparison to world pre-Covid.
Sources
https://www.ft.com/content/9b0318d3-8e5b-4293-ad50-c5250e894b07
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200629-which-lockdown-changes-are-here-to-stay
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200331-covid-19-how-will-the-coronavirus-changethe-world https://www.teiss.co.uk/eu-proposes-digital-services-act/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/05/digital-services-act-how-the-eu-is-going-after-bigtech.html https://www.shponline.co.uk/news/working-from-home-71-of-uk-businesses-planto-adopt-more-flexible-and-agile-working-practices-post-covid-19-lockdown/
https://www.actionnewsjax.com/news/consumer/clark-howard/10companies/NDOTDXTGKGW3XA4B2S7H3H4T54/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/10/coronavirus-expect-a-lot-more-protectionism-says-tradeexpert.html https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/pres20_e/pr855_e.htm
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2020/06/how-will-the-world-be-differentafter-COVID-19.htm https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/nov/09/covid-19-vaccinecandidate-effective-pfizer-biontech
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VF acquires streetwear brand 'Supreme’
SAM SKELTON – UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL

It was announced this week that American
apparel company 'VF Corporation' have
acquired streetwear brand ‘Supreme’ for a
reported $2.1 billion.

Why is this takeover important?

Supreme are a New York based streetwear
brand who exploded onto the fashion scene in
the 2010’s after a steady build up since the
90’s. They are famed for their low stock lists
and highly sought-after products and hold a
cult fanbase which is very prominent on social
media.

How will this help my commercial
awareness? How might a lawyer be
relevant to this commercial trend?

This acquisition ultimately signals growing
confidence in streetwear fashion.
According to VF Corp projections, through
their ability to offer operational leverage, a
Who are the VF Corp and Supreme?
global supply chain and large international
platform they can expect revenue of up to
The VF corporation have acquired many
$500 million in the coming years. However,
household fashion brands in the last 20 years
with their portfolio containing The North Face, some financial analysts and fans of the
brand are conflicted. Some leading
Vans, Timberland and Napapijri. They are
industry advisors argue that the streetwear
listed on the NYSE with an annual revenue of
around $14 billion in 2019. This is a high-profile brand is built upon its scarcity and that
this directly conflicts with global growth.
and highly published acquisition because of
Will the Supreme business model be
the brands involved and VF’s position as a
compromised and its growth ultimately be
large-cap company in the S&P 500 (An
its downfall?
American stock market index).

For students looking to expand their
commercial awareness, an acquisition of
some household brands can help to put
into context the legal and economic jargon
involved. The role a solicitor could play in a
What are the details?
transaction like this would be to undertake
We know that the acquisition will cost VF Corp legal due diligence which could include tax
liabilities, intellectual property (analyse
around $2.1 billion and they have bought the
licenses of any intellectual property),
brand from private equity company The
litigation (ensure the company being
Carlyle Group. The Carlyle group have had a
acquired has no outstanding litigation
stake in Supreme since 2017, purchasing 50%
processes), commercial property (check
of the brand for around $500 million. The
purchase and sale over three years fits into the lease documents on a companies real
estate) and cybersecurity. A solicitor could
strategy of The Carlyle Group of aiming to
also act for the target company in drafting
grow and develop businesses over a 3-5 year
agreements for board members.
period.
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What does the historic new RCEP trade deal mean
for the world?
JOSEPH SPIBY - UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM

Commercial Issue
What does the historic new RCEP trade deal mean
for the world?
The Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
is a new trade deal signed by 13 countries in Asia, as
well as New Zealand and Australia. The signatories
include all the major East Asian and South East Asian
countries, most notably the global trade
powerhouses of China and Japan.
The primary goal of the trade deal is to create a free
trade agreement (FTA) that eliminates a range of
tariffs on imports from other member countries.
India had been planning on joining the partnership
too, but pulled out in 2019 after disagreements while
terms were being decided.
The countries in the partnership contain roughly a
third of the world’s population, and are responsible
for over 30% of global GDP. This trading bloc is now
the biggest in the world, beating out both the
European Union’s trading bloc and the United
States-Mexico-Canada Agreement in terms of the
size of the population encompassed within it.

The Impact on Stakeholders
This is considered a big win for China in particular.
Under Obama’s leadership, the US had intended to
create its own trade deal in the East Asian area and
had led the way in creating the Trans Pacific
Partnership (TPP), not inviting China. Trump pulled
the US out of this arrangement shortly after taking
office, leaving China the opportunity to create its
own partnership.
This will likely allow China the opportunity to
extend its global trading influence, by giving it
greater negotiating power when dictating global
trade policy – as well as saving money through the
reduction of import tariffs from other countries in
the agreement.

Jargon Glossary
Trade Deal- A term for any contract between two
or more nations regarding their trade
relationship. There can be many different types of
trade deals.
Tariff- A tax payed for the import or export of a
good to/from a specific country. A tariff can be
applied to all goods coming to/from a country,
but is most often applied to a certain category of
goods (e.g. coffee beans or oil).
FTA- A contract between multiple countries to
reduce or remove tariffs, quotas or other barriers
on imports or exports between member nations.

Sources: - https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-54949260 https://citywireselector.com/news/inside-the-rcep-what-the-historicasian-trade-deal-means-for-investors/a1429138
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The COVID-19 unemployment crisis in a nutshell
JACK EATON - UNIVERSITY OF READING

The unemployment rate is a vital statistic to
keep an eye on. This is because if less people
are in work, then there are higher
government welfare costs such as paying
jobseekers allowance, and less tax revenue
collected from revenue tax. So high
unemployment rates cause a real problem for
the government’s finances that they use to
fund public services.
The Office for National statistics reported in
that in the three months to September 2020,
the employment rate stood at 75.3%, which is
0.8% lower than the period in the 2019. As
businesses are affected by social distancing
restrictions and collect less sales revenue,
they are often forced to save costs in a bid to
survive. Staffing costs are often one of the
biggest costs for a business, so naturally they
often start here when implementing cost
saving measures. The Hospitality sector has
been particularly hard hit, with 500,000 job
losses in the sector since January. This is due
to the extra restrictions imposed on the sector
such as the 10pm curfew.
Recently it was reported by the BBC that two
thirds more apprenticeships ended in
redundancies as business saw apprentices as a
good way to cut costs. Alongside the general
implications of unemployment explained
earlier, the reduction in apprentice numbers
leaves us with the possibility of a major
shortage of skilled workers in the future. The
apprentices that were made redundant may
abandon their ambitions to train in a certain
sector, and take up unskilled employment
opportunities instead.

Overall, the implications of unemployment
caused by the pandemic are very severe,
with government costs increasing, and less
tax revenue from income tax. It is possible
that the younger generations will be
picking up the pieces and covering the
costs through higher rates of tax in the
future and experience a possible increase
in austerity measures in the future.
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Google and its strategy towards banking
HARLEEN KAUR - UNIVERSITY OF YORK

Google Pay is only used on 4% of android
devices around the world. According to
Statista, there are about 2.5 billion android
devices globally, therefore it is evident that
Google’s mobile bank account is not covering
as many users as they had hoped. Due to this,
Google has decided to renovate the app,
firstly, through adding sounds, such as bells
and whistles, to make it more engaging.
Google Pay will also be a place where users
can keep tabs on their bank and credit card
accounts. The second step is that next year,
users will be able to open and manage a
mobile bank account directly from the app.
This will start with Citibank and 10 other banks
and credit union within the US. In terms of
Google Pay, the banks will maintain the
accounts, while Google Pay will be the front
for accessing and managing these accounts.
User experience will, therefore, be owned and
branded by Google.
However, despite Google owning the
customer experience, it will not own the
customer as the transaction data remains with
the bank, and Google has limited use over this
data. If Google were to have a greater
understanding of its user’s financial lives, it
would be hugely valuable for its broader
advertising business. This is something the
company may be able to see as a future
incentive, however the priority is creating a
mutual, long lasting relationship and to prove
Google can survive in the financial industry.

There is a strong distrust of big technology
companies and it persists today. However,
with an even younger generation than ever
being exposed to mobile phones, the
changing expectations of users meets with a
demand for enhanced mobile technology and
financial services. For Google, there is much
more to gain from working with the banks
than trying to compete against them. For the
company to continue to thrive, entering the
financial services sector is a step in the right
direction.
Sources
https://www.ft.com/content/efa0a92f-b878-4c2e-a531-55b8501963a5
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The Rapid Growth of the Electric Vehicle Market
MERVE DOGAN – YORK UNIVERSITY (CANADA), PSYCHOLOGY

The electric vehicle market is currently
dominated by Tesla, from the US, BYD
from China, BMW from Germany,
Volkswagen from Germany, and Nissan
from Japan, as well as others. These
companies developed new products and
worked together to grow within the
electric vehicle market. This market is
projected to reach 26,951,318 units by
2030 from an estimated 3,269,671 units in
2019, at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 21.1% during the forecast
period. This outlines the annual growth of
a markets investments over a specific
period of time.
One thing that could be contributing to the
success of the electric vehicle market is the
growing demand for zero-emission
vehicles. Some nations including the US,
Germany, and the UK are promoting the
use of electric vehicles with the effort of
reducing emissions, and this has resulted in
the constant growth of electric vehicle
sales.
Electric cars have a large impact on the
growth of the electric vehicle market, but
the adoption of electric buses, mainly in
China and India, has also played a
significant role. Fossil fuel based public
transit is being encouraged to be replaced
with electric busses, and this is being
considered when estimating the growth
rate during the forecast period.

The fastest growth of the electric vehicle
market is expected to be in the Asia Pacific
market, closely followed by Europe and North
America. BYD, BAIC, Chery and SAIC are among
others which are key players in the Asia Pacific
electric vehicle market.
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Semiconductor Takeovers; The New Powerhouse of
M&A in a post pandemic world?
DYLAN LEVY - UNIVERSITY OF READING

In light of the ongoing global pandemic,
technology has proven to be a quite efficient
investment. When I speak about technology,
I'm referring to anything from working from
home, watching movies from home and gaming
from home. With there being a second
lockdown across the United Kingdom and most
other European countries, we have seen an
interesting phenomenon especially in the
world of M&A transactions in the
semiconductor world.
With Intel being one of the biggest semiconductor powerhouses in the world
throughout the pandemic, a lot of other
companies have decided to merge or take over
in an attempt to compete with such a company
like Intel. For example, NVIDIA completed the
40-billion-dollar takeover of ARM Holdings a
well-known British chip designer who was
owned by SoftBank group From Japan. This has
been one of the biggest deals of the year but is
also made it out that NVIDIA clearly wants to
compete with Intel in terms of having more data
centres and more resourcing, however if we
look a few years back, 40 billion dollars in the
semiconductor industry was never really
imaginable. This is and this has caused the
resurgence of the M&A market.
Before these deals happened M&A activity
almost stalled in 2020 with only 1.8 billion in
semi-conductor takeovers. AMD recently
completed a takeover of Xilinx for around 35
billion dollars. This is interesting because we see
AMD who are already winners in supply chips
for data and who have had significant growth in
this quarter expanding to also compete with
Intel.

My belief is that tech mergers like so will be
the future in a post-pandemic world
because of the fact that now we have
adopted a new stay at home lifestyle for
many tasks and as we know most of these
big companies are responsible for the chips
in your computer or the chips in your
gaming consoles or other devices as well.
Plus with 5G on the rise companies need to
figure out a way to make alternative funds
and chipmaking takeovers could be the way
to go forward.
Both of these make it the highest year for
semiconductors in terms of acquisitions,
however this may cause problems in the
future as we have seen Boris Johnson in the
United Kingdom has pledged to restrict
foreign investment and with NVIDIA
Investec taking over arm we can question if
the US company will be subject to UK
legislation. We can also question what the
future of M&A will be as a whole as a lot of
foreign companies have invested in
companies in the UK and it's really
questionable that the UK alongside the CMA
wants to restrict this.
Sources: https://www.allaboutcircuits.com/news/2020-set-to-be-second-highestyear-for-semiconductor-mergers-acquisitions/https://www.designreuse.com/news/48733/2020-semiconductor-mergeracquisition.htmlhttps://www.ft.com/content/4dbc06db-1fcd-4904-8957ddc7846fafedhttps://www.ft.com/content/0286eaf6-e841-4585-aa01e0677c09c71chttps://www.ft.com/content/5bc5d0dc-24cd-407f-9fde-0d38c157d833
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Meet the Student Ambassador team
Behind our regular commercial awareness social media posts, website content and
newsletters, we have a fantastic team. Meet some of them in our Christmas Special Edition.
Guyanne Sinon – University College London
(UCL), BSc Social Sciences
"BeComAware is a new
initiative that aims to, not
only provide essential
resources and information on
commercial awareness but,
facilitate discussions on how
commercial awareness can be
applied to understand or
solve real-world problems."

Victoria Wilson –
Keele University, LLB Law
"BeComAware is a platform to
help students have easy
access to resources which
can improve their
commercial awareness, to aid
them in the future."

Jack Eaton – University of Reading,
LLB Law
"BeComAware turns the
minefield of complex
terminology into simple
terms allowing complete
beginners to understand it.
BeComAware publish a
wealth of simplified
information regarding the
commercial world."

Maryanne Sanyaolu – Arden University,
LLB Law
"Commercial jargon is often
not defined in everyday news
but it is necessary to have an
understanding of what they
mean to understand the key
success of a business.
BeComAware addresses this."

Kyla Entena – City University,
LLB Law
"Commercial awareness is
vital in whatever sector you
want to specialise in the
future. I believe BeComAware
is the new solution and
platform to resolve this
problem that students like me
experience on a day-to-day
basis."

Joseph Spiby – University of Nottingham,
LLB Law
"BeComAware is a platform
that, through various means,
helps to improve the
commercial awareness of
students. This will aid them
to better understand the
business world and improve
their future job prospects."

Karla Elliott – London South Bank University,
LLB Law
"With the help of
BeComAware, students have
a chance to gain a genuine
understanding of commercial
awareness and build the
foundations, then they may
be able to read the Financial
Times or another newsprint
and actually understand it."

Amiya Doabia – Durham University,
LLB Law
"BeComAware is a platform
that delivers commercial
awareness news items in a
quick, easy accessible and
effective manner. Students
often do not have the
patience or time in their busy
academic schedule to read
long articles or
newspapers".
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Meet the Student Ambassador team
Chloe Cooke – University of Ulster,
LLB Law
"Commercial awareness is
not taught in university, and
many students are lead to
believe that to be
commercially aware is to read
the headline on the front of
the economist newspaper
every day. This is so far from
true,"

Eleanor Barnett – King’s College London,
BSc Politics, Philosophy and Economics
"BeComAware is valuable to
students because it will allow
them to display a commercial
understanding rather than
being caught out for
regurgitating the news or not
fully understanding the actual
issue."

Sam Skelton – University of Liverpool,
LLB Law
"BeComAware can help
students as commercial
awareness is an essential trait
for the modern lawyer. A
solicitor is no longer expected
to simply be a bank of legal
knowledge but be able to
understand current trends and
markets so they can effectively
and efficiently advise clients."

Lily Osborne – Canterbury Christ Church
University, Psychology
"BeComAware is a platform
which can build and enhance
students commercial
awareness, in such a way that
the information is digestible
and not overwhelming."

Dylan Levy – University of Reading,
LLB Law
"With BeComAware, students
will get the opportunity to
develop a critical skill.
Ambassadors gain a sense of
professionalism whilst
enhancing their commercial
awareness and
employability."

Hope Turner – University of Kent,
LLB Law
"BeComAware enables
students to become
competent in gaining
commercial Awareness easier
at an earlier stage by sharing
vital knowledge and
information which is far more
comprehensive and
engaging."

Jasmin Guy – Leeds Beckett University,
LLM Law
"BeComAware is a unique
initiative which aims to equip
students with the underlying
background knowledge that
will enable them to develop
substantial, not just
superficial, commercial
awareness."

Merve Dogan – York University (Canada),
Psychology
"BeComAware is a platform to
educate students on
commercial awareness and
use it to their advantage. I
think this would be very
beneficial since a lot of
students seem to be lacking
knowledge of commercial
awareness."
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Meet the Student Ambassador team
Harleen Kaur Dhillon- University of York,
LLB Law
"BeComAware is a learning
platform which breaks down
‘commercial awareness’ into
easy, more accessible and
engaging segments for students.
Through teaching, BeComAware
provides guidance for students
on how to advance their
commercial awareness and feel
confident when applying for jobs
or opportunities."

Lilli Matthews – University of Kent,
LLB Law
"To me, BeComAware is simply
to teach Commercial
Awareness. BeComAware is
different to other Commercial
Awareness platforms because it
educates students on the
jargon that is used throughout
the business world."

Deepana Devadas – BBA Business Graduate,
University of Toronto, (Canada)
"BeComAware is a platform
aimed to help teach
commercial awareness to
those who were not as
exposed to it, and act as a
knowledge platform for those
seeking information."

Nicole Palmer – Nottingham Trent University,
LLB Law
"BeComAware offers students
a unique modern educational
platform with insights and
commercial toolkit to
enhance their commercial
awareness."

Kavita Ubhi – University of Law,
LLB Law
"I believe that BeComAware
will be of value to students,
because it will allow them to
develop a commercially
sensitive manner, which will
shape them into becoming
trusted business advisors
who acquire sufficient
knowledge and acumen."

Susan Purdy – University of Reading,
LLB Law
"BeComAware is a platform
which provides students with
the ability to increase their
commercial awareness,
teaching students the
commercial language used."

Muntaha Rahman – Swansea University,
LLB Law
"As a law student, it’s easy to
become overwhelmed on
trying to work out the best
ways of gaining commercial
awareness, with the frequent
advice just simply being to
read newspapers."

Surabhi Agashe – University of Bristol
"BeComAware is a platform to
educate students on
commercial awareness and
use it to their advantage. I
think this would be very
beneficial since a lot of
students seem to be lacking
knowledge of commercial
awareness."
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Meet the Student Ambassador team
Fahima Begum – University
of Law, LLB Law
"BeComAware is
to teach students
commercial
awareness and
the importance
of it in their
careers."

Habiba Galal – University of
Greenwich, LLB Law
"BeComAware
tackles
commercial
awareness in a
way students
will
understand."

Shania Sarkar – Sixth form
"Becomaware is
a platform
designed to help
students
become more
commercially
aware, which is
essential in the
commercial law
industry."
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Professional Ambassadors

ABOUT

"To demonstrate commercial awareness, it
is firstly necessary to understand
commercial jargon and the wider business
world. Otherwise, there is a risk of merely
regurgitating commercial facts".
Sibel tells us:
"Awareness of commercial facts, such as the latest
company to enter into administration is useless if
students have not fully grasped what this means.

Sibel Vurdu - Founder of
BeComAware, Trainee Solicitor
Sibel is the Founder of BeComAware and Trainee
Solicitor. She has completed seats in Commercial
Real Estate and Employment Law.
Sibel completed the LPC at BPP Law School, studied
a masters in Law and Economics (LLM) at Queen
Mary University of London; securing a distinction
in her dissertation which explored ‘An Economic
Approach to Article 102 TFEU’ and obtained a 2:1 in
her Law (LLB) degree at the University of Essex.
Sibel gained 5 years’ experience at an international
Fintech organisation in roles across project
management, service improvement, transaction
monitoring, compliance and client services. With
first-hand experience working with technology,
workflows, AI and machine learning, Sibel continually
looks for strategic solutions to improve internal and
external processes for the ultimate benefit of client
experience.
Sibel launched BeComAware to help members better
understand commercial jargon, the business world
and keep members informed on core commercial
trends, so that members can formulate opinions on
commercial matters, rather than regurgitating
commercial facts.

What is administration? How does it differ from
bankruptcy and insolvency? Why did the company enter
into administration? Have the company adapted fast
enough to various external pressures, such as technology,
which is transforming markets today? Was it a result of
poor financial management? Are competitors in the
market surviving? What does this say about the industry
the business is operating in? How does this affect
stakeholders? Are there changes in consumer behaviours
which may have contributed to the decline in product
sales? What impact might this have on the type of work
law firms are dealing with?
To be able to consider these questions, it is firstly
necessary for students to understand commercial jargon
and the wider business world. Otherwise, students run
the risk of merely regurgitating commercial facts and
when pressed for further information, students may find
it difficult to elaborate further or formulate their own
opinions. Here at BeComAware, we call this the
Commercial Awareness Toolkit and that is the very focus
of our platform".
What is BeComAware?
BeComAware is a hub and educational platform for
bitesize commercial information. BeComAware teaches
the commercial language, enhances student
understanding of the business world and shares
commercial insights. All content on our platform is
reviewed & approved by professionals. We teach
Commercial Awareness and aim to equip students with
the fundamental commercial awareness toolkit.
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Application of Commercial Awareness
BeComAware is not just about helping you to
develop commercial awareness. We are committed
to showing members how to successfully
demonstrate and apply the skill in the real world at
application and interview stages.

How do you answer competency questions?
Trainee Solicitor Sibel tells us: “Using the STAR
technique will provide structure to your answers. It
is more than likely that you will be familiar with this
method: Situation, Task, Action and Result. But how
can you apply this? I have provided an example of an
answer that I have used successfully at interview
level. The key takeaways include providing a
structure to your answer, actually answering the
question being asked and sounding ‘commercial’ in
your approach, for example, the answer below
includes commercial terms such as ‘price elasticity’,
‘proprietor’, ‘profits’, ‘consumer demand’, ‘market’,
and ‘competitor’."

Question: Provide an example of a time that you
used initiative.
Answer (using STAR technique):
Situation: I influenced the proprietor of a small
business to make a commercial decision to increase
the selling price of a particular service. I took the
initiative to propose various options to the
proprietor of what could be done to raise profits as
raising supplier costs over time had eroded at
business profits.
Task: I proposed to review the outdated pricing list
and suggested to raise pricing based on the findings
of our research. I conducted research into
market/competitor rates and researched the mean
income of the local area.

I often hear aspiring solicitors ask whether they
should include non-legal work experience, particularly
general assistant roles in retail or a supermarket in
training contract applications. The answer is
absolutely yes. Firms will be looking for applicants that
have developed skills that are relevant to what a
trainee does on a daily basis. In these roles, you
acquire an array of skills relating to meeting consumer
demands, advising on alternative substitute products,
dealing with difficult situations and providing
customer care.

How can I write about my retail experiences in a
training contract application?
Example:
As a General Assistant I held customer service
responsibilities, actively listening to customer queries
and applying product knowledge within the business
to recommend suitable or alternative products to
customers, whilst building a strong relationship with
customers. Working in various departments allowed
for effective resolution of queries to high customer
satisfaction. During my role, I dealt with customer
complaints and problems at hand in an effective
manner. I ensured compliance with health and safety
precautions, engaged in effective team work and
demonstrated perseverance during closing hours to
ensure completion of tasks in time for store opening,
whilst able to build a strong rapport with colleagues.
The experience enhanced my team-working and
communication skills by working closely with team
members to complete tasks efficiently and by actively
engaging with customers.

Action: I subsequently designed and updated the
pricing list based on these findings.
Result: My decision proved a success, as a price
elasticity of demand of -0.4 meant that consumer
demand was not adversely affected and business
revenue increased marginally by 3.8% per 486 units.
IMPORTANT: The examples shown are successful training contract answers with a city firm and any material from the example answers
should under no conditions be used, as this is copyrighted material and could result in your application with a firm being withdrawn.
This is shown for illustration purposes only to help assist our members with improving their writing and application skills.
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Application of Commercial Awareness
The example provided is a successful cover letter for a graduate role. It is important to note that this
example is an internal position and therefore more focus is more on the role specifically, rather than
expressing 'why do you want to work for this company'? - It is important to also demonstrate why you
want to work for a company as well as the role in your covering letter.

[Date]
[Company]
[Company Address]
Dear [Recruiter's name],

Succe
ssful
cover
lette
r exa
mple
Gradu
ate r
ole Fintec
h

[Name]
[Address]
[Email/contact]

I am writing in response to the [Title] role at [Company]. I am interested in the position due to the
combination of responsibilities to propose, design and execute various projects for service
improvement within the company. I am particularly keen to eject and analyse data to analyse various
ways to enhance productivity within the workforce and propose new processes for efficiency, whilst
improving overall customer experience.
I have recently demonstrated the ability to analyse readily available data in order to effectively
update service pricing as a supervisor at [Company]. My proposal was based upon the current
market prices for the service and the mean income for the area. The project proved a success
producing a price elasticity of demand of -0.4, which meant business revenue increased marginally
by 3.8% per 486 units. This ensured prices were updated in line with competition in the local area
whilst avoiding loss of consumer demand and business revenue.
I have further demonstrated a genuine interest for [Industry area] during my position at [Company].
I recently attended meetings with various stakeholders of the business to analyse proposed changes
to the mobile app and assess the negative and positive implications of this from a customer service
perspective. In addition, I recently proposed a more efficient process to monitor public customer
reviews by introducing a colour coding scheme for customer’s with outstanding issues. This
positively impacted the processes of how negative reviews are followed up, by allowing the team to
actively follow up with dissatisfied customers and turning negative experiences into a positive one.
This proved to have a positive spillover effect of enhanced business reputation by maintaining a high
TrustPilot rating during a period of rapid business growth.
During my position at [Company] I have not only demonstrated the ability to adapt to changes in
processes and systems, updates in regulations and the general dynamic nature of the business, but
also possess the ability to analyse current processes to propose improvements which allow for a
more effective utilisation of company resources, whilst balancing this with customer expectations
and customer satisfaction. I am keen to transfer my experience to further develop my skills as a
[role].
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Yours sincerely,
[Name]
IMPORTANT: The cover letter shown and any material from the example answer should under no conditions be used, as this is
copyrighted material and could result in your application with a firm being withdrawn. This is shown for illustration purposes only to
help assist our members with improving their writing and application skills.
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What are money mules?
By: Fola Coker
What are money mules?
Money Mules are individuals targeted by organised
crime gangs to assist in laundering the proceeds of
criminal property. They contact individuals with the
aim of either gaining use of their bank account or
requesting that they transfer funds on their behalf.
Where is the term derived from?
Derived from ‘Mules’ the animal, used for
transportation of goods in mainly in the 19th and early
part of the 20th century.
Who do they target?

Fola Coker - Senior
Compliance Associate
Fola's expertise includes 5 years' experience in
financial crime, working in payments and
remittance, both in the field of Fintech and at a
Fortune 100 company. Fola has worked on
projects involving some of the world’s leading
banks on compliance matters.

They usually target the vulnerable in society;
individuals who will likely benefit from extra funds. This
includes students, single mothers, individuals on the
benefit system and even pensioners. The majority of
these individuals are unaware that they are facilitating
money laundering, they simply think they are being
paid a percentage to allow use of their bank account.
During the Christmas season, there is a large increase
in targets as a large number of people need extra funds
for the holiday season.
How do they operate?

Her educational background includes an LLB
Law degree from Leicester and a LLM in
Banking and Finance Law from Queen Mary
University in London.

They use a range of platforms such as social media, job
ads, phishing emails and dating websites.

Fola has obtained various certifications
including transaction Monitoring and Detection
of Modern slavery and Human trafficking and is
currently in the process of completing a
Diploma in Anti-Money Laundering.

Do not allow anyone use of your bank account. Do not
transfer funds on behalf of another individual. Be wary
of people who promise instant cash, form hasty
romantic attachments with you online and Job adverts
that seem too good to be true.

How to prevent it?

What are the repercussions?
Allowing these individuals/organised crime groups to
use your bank account could lead to:
1. Inability to hold a UK bank account for 6 years,
2. Inability to work in any financial capacity or financial
firms for 6 years,
3. In some extreme cases, this has lead to criminal
convictions and records.
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Top Tips for Securing a Training Contract
Student Ambassador

Chloe Cooke
Future Trainee Solicitor
Follow on Instagram
@__ab_initio__
Chloe Cooke - Ulster University
My top tips for securing a training contract! My
name is Chloe (__ab_initio__ on Instagram)
and I secured a training contract for 2021. I want
to share my top tips and experiences in the hope
that it will help anyone currently applying for
training contracts or preparing for next years
application cycle!
Stage one- research
DO YOUR RESEARCH! I created a research
portfolio for each firm that I applied to- each
document was at least 15 pages long and included
information from the firm's website, chambers
and partners, legalcheek, the corporate law
academy etc. Every morsel of information I could
get about the firm I put on that document. Make
sure that you use that research wisely in your
application. Consistently remind the firm you
want to work for them- insert little snippets of
research that relate to what you’re saying in your
answer. For example, “I have been involved with
fundraising for 'X charity' during my role as
charity officer of the University Law Society. I
thoroughly enjoyed the responsibility of
organising the funds and building a close rapport
with the charity".

"I was excited to see that X firm places importance on
supporting local charities in its values, as I would like
to continue using my organisational skills in charity
fundraising with the firm.” Another part of research on
the firm is getting involved with anything they’re
offering students. From the day I started my law
degree I was saying yes to every single opportunity
open from firms, open evenings, insight programmes
etc. So the process begins on your first day of
university. Around application season, make sure
you’re attending any of their webinars or open days.
With these being online this year it makes it super
accessible and I really recommend you attend them.
Take down as much as you can and write down
everyone’s name. Firms love to see you name drop!
And if you include something that they don’t have
written on their website it’ll show you’re actually
genuinely interested in the firm.
Stage 2- application
My very first tip at the application stage would be to
keep the number of applications you’re doing low. I
only applied to six firms this year- which allowed me
to do intense research and preparation in full for all of
them, and gave me time to focus on each application
equally. Everyone has a different threshold for the
amount of time they have to spend on applications, so
choose what you feel you are able to do! But I would
generally say you have a better chance by focusing on
a smaller number of firms than stretching your time
and energy across 50+ firms. Back up every sentence
with examples. If you’re stating that you are
organised- give EXAMPLES of when you’ve showed
your organisational skills. If you’re saying you enjoy
the business world give EXAMPLES of when you’ve
been involved/learnt about it. When checking through
your application make sure there are no ‘blank
statements’ ie statements without a back-up example
or reasoning.
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Top Tips for Securing a Training Contract
Chloe Cooke - Ulster University

Stage 2- interview
If you’ve been lucky enough to get an
interview, then congratulations!
Getting an interview in itself is a huge
achievement. You’re doing something right!
This application season I had two interviewsone was a rejection and one was a TC offer.
For my unsuccessful interview- I tried to
memorise 15+ answers to interview questions.
Not only did this sound robotic during the
interview, but when I stumbled and couldn’t
remember part of my rehearsed answer it
really threw me off. I tried to be someone that
I thought the firm wanted to hire, but in doing
so I lost my personality and uniqueness!
So my first tip would be not to memorise
answers. It is essential that you prepare for
the interview- but not memorise. My top tips
for interview preparation would be to look
over your application again, as they will use
this as a prompt in the interview. Have a think
about why you want to work for that firm, why
you chose law/specific area they practice in, a
recent commercial news story (if commercial
law firm) - as you will almost always get asked
these and they require a little bit of research
and thought.
I wouldn’t advise memorising any ‘situational’
competency based answers, ie. tell me about a
time. As I think it looks much better if your
answers are real examples and flow naturally.
This also forces you to actually answer the
question they’re asking and not changing it to
suit one of the answers you memorised!

My second top tip, and perhaps the most
important, would be to BE YOURSELF. As I’ve
said, my first interview was a rejection and I
genuinely think a massive part of it was
because I wasn’t myself- I was trying to be too
formal and what I thought they wanted. In the
second interview I didn’t memorise any
answers and I was a lot more relaxed, and I was
totally myself. I was able to build a natural
rapport with the interviewers and have a
conversation as well as an interview!
Thirdly, prepare some questions you want to
ask your interviewers. If you know who is
interviewing you, research them! The cases
they’ve done, what they specialise in, if they
have any hobbies or interests. You can then ask
much more personal questions at the end.
Don’t ask anything that you can already find on
their website! This will look like you haven’t
looked at their website or done your research.
Ask something that you genuinely want to
know.
Lastly, leave them with no doubt that you really
want to work with them. For example, “thank
you X and X for your time, it was really great to
hear more about the firm and I know it’s
something I really want to be a part of.”
Remember that getting a training contract is
incredibly difficult. It is beyond competitive,
and this year we’re dealing with a financial
crisis on top of it all. Do your best, research
research research, but make sure you don’t lose
yourself in the process- be real and genuine
and you’ll find the firm that’s right for you!
Good luck!
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NON-EVENT, EVENT?
By: Kutay Erol
“We always live in an uncertain world. What is
certain is that the United States will go forward
over time.” Warren Buffet. Time and time again we
have seen major events taking place this year and
still it seems that there is no stopping the
Charging Bull of Wall Street. In the past 9 months
we have seen the Dow Jones industrial average hit
record highs then significant lows during the
Global Pandemic. Now yet again the Dow breaks
another record topping 30,000 for the first time
with an increase of 60% since February. After all,
it seems US Presidential elections are now not so
much of an Event when it comes to market moves
in 2020.

Kutay Erol, Financial Markets,
MSc Banking & Finance
postgraduate
Kutay is a Banking and Finance MSc
graduate at Queen Mary University of
London, with previous experience as a
proprietary futures trader in London.
Kutay traded futures on technical and
fundamental analysis, traded outright
multi-assets including indices such as
Euro stoxx 50, FTSE 100, S&P 500, Dax,
and fixed income markets such as the
Bund, Bobl, Schatz, Gilts and Treasuries.
Kutay's experience has provided him
with an understanding of the financial
markets. He has also had training in
trading currencies and energy
commodities such as oil crack spreads.
Kutay is currently working at Societe
Generale overlooking client fund
accounts, and providing middle office
services from a prime brokerage
perspective.

Key information
The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) is a
measure made up of the top 30 companies’ stocks
across industries, known as blue-chip stocks, some
examples being Apple, Microsoft and Coca-Cola.
The main thing to remember about the DJIA is that
the price of the index is made up of the combined
sum total of stock prices and has no relevance to
the size of the company itself. This is called a PriceWeighted Index.
Why is this important?
The main purpose of the DJIA is to indicate the
general health of the market and economic
condition, as it covers the major industries across
the country i.e. tech, healthcare, banking, food and
construction.
Traditional financial market movement
Traditionally there are certain moves which are a
given in the financial markets, for example we all
know that if the federal Rate (U.S)/ Bank of England
base rate was to decrease, due to the inverse
relationship of price vs interest, then we should see
that Bond prices will increase, consumer
consumption will increase due to cheaper rate of
borrowing, inflation to increase and ultimately
economic growth.
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NON-EVENT, EVENT?
Continued..
With all great theories there are always
exceptions to the rule. In 2020 we saw the
Bank of England base interest rate drop from
an already low rate of 0.75% to 0.25% and
now to 0.1% in an attempt to reduce the
economic impact from the Covid-19
Pandemic. Similarly the FED reacted in the
same way. Ultra-Low interest has been the
norm since the 2008 financial crisis and has
not been as impactful as it should have. We
have seen many countries such as USA, UK,
Italy, Spain and many more to head into a
recession, by definition; 2 consecutive
quarters of negative economic growth,
during the pandemic.
Now to the crux of the matter, how could it
be possible that whilst in a global pandemic
environment, heightened political
uncertainty, recession and major increases
in government debt, overall globally stock
markets are hitting all-time highs and still
rallying?
One of the reasons could be the result of
increased government stimulus in cash
injections to industries. The US has spent
more than $2 trillion to rescue businesses.
They have been buying up corporate bonds,
which in many cases are rated at a Junk
level, and this causes a chain reaction for the
uninformed (non professional Traders) to
buy the underlying Stocks. Naturally, with
demand of stock purchases, we have seen a
rise in the overall stock market indices.
Ultimately we could speculate that the stock
market prices could be a major bubble.

Conclusion and Future Speculation
Nearing the final curtain of 2020, we probably have
seen the most aggressive stock market rally in
history. We mentioned previously that we have seen
a 60% increase after the quickest market decline to
date in March and new historic highs in DJAI and
S&P 500. 2020 has been the year of the non-events,
meaning that all standard calendar events such as
monthly employment rates, consumer spending
levels and non-farm payroll have not made much of a
market impact, mainly due to investors pricing in
their positions prior. Regardless of good or bad
news, we have seen an increase in the stock markets
and even unforeseen events such as the oil price
crash in March, which stalled the global markets for
a few days.
We may predict that we are due a major crash within
the near future, possibly in 2021 and it may be due to
3 reasons:
1. With the Covid-19 vaccine now being approved in
the UK followed by many other countries that are
most likely to follow suit, we expect society go back
to normality within 2021. This would mean that
government cash injections would also seize or slow
down. The impact of the pandemic has left many
businesses no choice but to enter administration.
Will consumer spending alone be enough to
generate enough cash to stimulate the economies?
2. As banking credit lines to businesses fall, we
expect a hike in the news flow of more major
companies going bust thus witnessing an increase in
NPL generation for banks.
3. The FED stopping the USD currency stimulus buying up the overnight USD SWAP markets.
If we see a weakening USD, this would have a major
impact on global markets. Alternatively, we go back
to the opening statement and re-quote the legend
himself where we can be certain that the United
States will go forward over time.
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The Power of Branding:
For Entrepreneurs
Salih Karakis talks to BeComAware, sharing
some tips for entrepreneurs on the power of
branding and utilising social media to kickstart
or find a new business or brand.
The power of branding
Branding is more than just a logo associated with
your business, products or services. Branding
also conveys your business values, unique selling
point (USP), history, vision and your journey.
Branding is therefore about more than
portraying a finished and polished end-result,
but it is about connecting with your audience
emotionally. Branding is also about how you
connect with your audience, the style you adopt
and engaging in frequent communication.
Branded products or services are able to sell at a
higher price in comparison to non-branded
products or services.

Salih Karakis,
Film Studies graduate,
Follow on Instagram @salih_karakis
Salih Karakis previously worked in the
insurance industry before pursuing a career in
film, photography and videography. Salih
completed his BA in Film Studies at Middlesex
University in 2011 before finding his own
videography brand www.salihkarakis.com.
His highlights so far include filming and
producing content for a sports PT commercial
with Rio Ferdinand, a radio interview with Peter
Andre, a project with the Mayor of London,
restaurant commercials with various TV show
personalities and the CTCA awards gala.
As a successful videographer and resourceful
film studies graduate, Salih considers filming,
video post-production and video directing to be
his craft and shares some tips on the power of
branding for entrepreneurs.

Consumers who purchase a branded product or
service are also more likely to share their
purchases. Given ‘word of mouth’ is one of the
most powerful and trusted marketing tools to
attract new customers, this can effectively help
to grow your business customer base.
Why a small business should use social media
The world we live in means traditional forms of
marketing are becoming redundant. The
existence of smartphones, the rise of technology
and globalisation means online presence for your
business is imperative. Regardless of how big or
small your business might be, social media
presence is essential for promoting your
products or services, maintaining customer
relationships, attracting new customers and
boosting sales. Having an online presence, will
enhance your business visibility and best of all,
many social media platforms such as Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, Linkedin and Youtube are
FREE to sign up. However, you may want to go
further, and question how do I get the best
content for social media whilst showcasing my
business brand?

BECOMAWARE

HAVE YOU GOT YOUR
2021 CALENDAR YET?
GET AHEAD WITH
OUR BECOMAWARE
COMMERCIAL
AWARENESS
CALENDAR
2021

VERY LIMITED
STOCK

Just £11. 99

www.becomaware.co.uk/shop

BECOMAWARE

BeComAware Student Ambassador Of The Month Award

BeComAware is assisted by an ambitious team of Student

Selecting the Student Ambassador of the Month is very difficult and

Ambassadors across the UK. Our Student Ambassadors promote and

based on their contribution to the BeComAware platform and

write for our platform to provide students with opportunities to

recommendations from others.

enhance their commercial awareness.

If you would like to recommend a Student Ambassador, please email

To recognise student contributions we feature a “Student

info@becomaware.com stating the Student Ambassador's full name

Ambassador of the Month Award" which recognises outstanding

and university.

contributions to BeComAware as well as the strengths of the Student
Ambassadors themselves.
If you are part of a graduate recruitment team and would be keen to
consider our Student Ambassador's CVs, please email:

The Student Ambassador of the Month will be announced on our
platform (website, social platforms and The BeComAware
Newsletter).

info@becomaware.com

BECOMAWARE STUDENT AMBASSADOR OF THE MONTH AWARDS

NICOLE PALMER - NOVEMBER 2020

VICTORIA WILSON - DECEMBER 2020

Nicole is an LLB law student at Nottingham Trent University and

Victoria is an LLB law student at Keele University and Student

Student Ambassador for BeComAware. Since the launch of the

Ambassador for BeComAware. Victoria tells us "commercial

BeComAware, Nicole has been highly engaged and committed to

awareness is all about the ability to evaluate the significance of a

its aims and has shown a real passion in commercial awareness

news story on a particular industry". Victoria has initiated and

education. Nicole tells us: "BeComAware offers students a

contributed various ideas and projects including the Christmas 24

unique modern educational platform with insights and

advent days of commercial awareness campaign. She has written

commercial toolkit to enhance their commercial awareness".

high quality commercial awareness content for the platform and has

Nicole has created monthly commercial awareness quizzes for

played a key role in marketing. Victoria tells us "BeComAware is a

our social media including a Christmas Special.

platform to help students have easy access to resources which can
improve their commercial awareness, to aid them in the future".

BECOMAWARE

Follow the BeComAware Instagram
Platform @becomaware
For regular bitesize posts to enhance your commercial awareness

Wishing you a Merry
Christmas and a happy
new year from
Becomaware

